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Public Impact Number or percentage of people in
a target population in which aimed
effects of interventions are achieved

Social impact       Size and spectrum of positive mental,
physical, social and economic benefits
achieved in a targeted population & community
as a result of provided (combined) interventions



Research questions

1. Evidence of public reach and impact of parent education?

2. Working factors and elements of public and social impact?

3. What are strategies to maximize public and social impact 
in municipalities and local communities?

Research methods

 Literature analyses across 5 fields of science and expertise

 Conceptual analysis of ‘effect’ and ‘impact’ 

 Participant observation study in municipalities

 Knowledge integration and translation  impact model

Impact



National (NL) availability of  a wide range (24)  of  
evidence-based preventive parenting interventions

 Mean effect sizes:   moderate to small

 Limited public reach
a general conclusion of international prevention literature
CIKEO survey study   N=734 parents
only 1.9% participated last year in parenting interventions

 No local / national monitoring of public reach

 Public impact (systematic review)
search: 12 population studies  (6 cluster RCTs)
Public impact is possible, research quality mixed
Serious lack of impact knowledge and research
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What are core elements that drive public & social impact?

Knowledge domains screened:

 Translational science

 Prevention science

 Implementation science

 Marketing, diffusion, upscaling

 Collective impact approach

 Developments in municipalities

Wide range and complex interplay of  factors identified

across stages from analysis to implementation & reach

that have an influence  Public &  Social Impact

IM-PACT model
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Improving and maximizing the public and social impact of parenting and 

youth interventions requires orchestration of a complex system of 

factors, working elements, processes and strategies.

The first challenge is the acceptance and unraveling of this complexity, 

the second to make it transparent and manageable for policymakers, 

organizations and stakeholders in municipalities.

The IM-PACT model provides a relational map of factors, elements and 

processes from problem analysis to implementation that drive the public 

and social impact of preventive interventions in health and social domains. 

It describes a dynamic and cyclic process of analysing, designing,  

implemention and learning, with involvement of all stakeholders.

Next slides present the core elements and the basic model followed by the extended

version in which each of the core elements are broken down in multiple components. 



The core building stones of public and social Impact

Impact = ƒ [ Analysis & Relevance  Effective interventions & elements    Implementation

 Reach    Structural conditions & Process  Information & Learning ]

I =   Information,  Interventions & effect,  Implementation, Intersectoral policy

M    =   Management, Multiple strategies, Multiple effects,  

P =   Programme, Process, Population reach, Pact  

A =   Analysis & factors,   Ambition & relevance

C =   Combining,  Conditions (structural),  Collective approach, 

T =  Testing, learning and improving
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model 
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Hosman & Jonkman 2020

IM-PACT Model
Basic version

KNOWLEDGE & LEARNING
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IM-PACT Model
extended dynamic map



IM-PACT management
combining six different entrees and strategies 

to work on improving and maximizing
public and social impact of interventions

Each strategy 
can be subdivided
into sub-strategies

Our next agenda:
Translation into
Working book

Exercises
Training

and

More research

1. Analysis & relevance ….  management

2. Program and Effect ……..  management 

3. Implementation  ………...  management

4. Public reach  ……………….  management

5. Process  &  Structure …..  management

6. Knowledge & learning....  management



IM-PACT  Management ModelHosman & Jonkman 2020



Research needs

 Research on public and social impact of evidence-bases interventions, 
including development of local monitoring systems on reach and impact.

 Research on public health and social components of effect and impact, not
just on ingredients within single person-targeted interventions.

 Research on the influence of combinations of interventions on public reach
and impact, within the context of multicomponent local programmes.

 Broadening of the spectrum of research methodologies for studying also social 
and structural components of achieving effect and impact of interventions.

 More emphasis on transdisciplinary research and knowledge integration.

 Combining and challenging outcomes from scientific research and experiential
knowledge from policymakers, managers, professionals and citizens.
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